INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNA molecules of about 22 nucleotides in length that are processed from hairpin-loop structures formed mostly by RNA polymerase II transcripts in the nucleus. The animal miRNA biogenesis pathway is a subset of the larger RNA interference (RNAi) pathway, in which the RNAi-induced silencing complex (RISC) transports miRNAs to mRNA recognition sequences ('target sites'). Upon binding, the miRNA down-regulates the target gene\'s expression, predominately via mRNA destabilization and decay ([@B1]).

The miRNA regulatory mechanism was discovered in the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* in 1993, with the identification of small RNAs encoded by *lin-4* regulating the gene *lin-14* through binding in the 3′UTR ([@B2]). Since then, the miRNA pathway has been identified in every animal except for those in two of the earliest evolving lineages---the ctenophores and placozoans ([@B3],[@B4])---and many miRNAs (and their target sites) are conserved across species. In humans, the number of identified miRNAs is constantly increasing as sequencing technologies improve, with current inventories in the thousands ([@B5],[@B6]). Many roles have been found for miRNAs in the context of the study and treatment of human disease. These include their use as disease biomarkers, as potential therapeutic molecules, and as drivers of genetic disease through mutation ([@B7]--[@B11]). Genomic variants can alter miRNA functionality through mutation of the primary miRNA\'s sequence, the miRNA processing machinery (e.g. Dicer, Drosha and Argonaute), or the miRNA\'s target sites. Mutations in the processing machinery or primary sequence can have severe downstream effects ([@B10]--[@B12]), whereas mutations that occur within miRNA binding sites likely have more subtle, localized effects, manifesting as relatively moderate deregulation of gene expression. Thus, the mechanistic effects of variants in the miRNA processing machinery and primary sequences are relatively easier to predict than variants in miRNA target sites. Furthermore, mapping genomic variants onto functional miRNA target sites is significantly more difficult than mapping to primary sequences (and the genes encoding miRNA-processing proteins), as determining functional loci for miRNA target sites is not trivial. The significance of variants in non-coding regions of the genome ([@B13]) and the role of gene expression in driving human disease phenotypes ([@B14]) suggest that variants in miRNA target sites are important to human disease susceptibility and progression. It has been shown that miRNA binding sites are under selection ([@B15],[@B16]), providing further evidence that disrupting their recognition sequences can have significant phenotypic effects. Numerous miRNA target site variants (miR-TSVs) have been identified and linked to human diseases (see Supplemental Table S2), mostly through candidate gene approaches. However, with the increasing number of GWAS hits being identified and with the advancements being made to technologies for whole genome-scale analysis in clinical applications, it seems likely that many more miR-TSVs will be uncovered. This points to an urgent need for methods that can be used to systematically predict miR-TSVs in a genome-wide fashion.

Despite the fact that miRNAs were discovered over ten years ago, methods to confidently identify and predict miRNA target sites are plagued by high false positive rates. This is due in large part to our limited knowledge of how miRNA regulation is directed. For example, miRNAs have generally been understood to bind the 3′UTR of their targets at sites containing perfect Watson-Crick complementarity to the miRNA seed region---nucleotides 2--7 (and possibly 8) from the 5′ end of the miRNA. Additionally, having an adenine on the 3′UTR across from the first nucleotide of the miRNA is thought to enhance the accessibility of RISC ([@B1],[@B17]). Using these criteria, a six-to-eight nucleotide sequence is generally sufficient for miRNA target recognition. Thus, candidate miRNA target sites occur quite frequently, yet very few of these are likely to be functional. The increasingly large number of known human miRNAs further exacerbates this issue, as it increases the number of unique 6--8mer sequences that match putative miRNA target sites. In addition, miRNA binding sites that contradict the requirement for perfect seed pairing have been identified ([@B18]), and recent high-throughput screens suggest that such non-canonical binding sites (and binding sites outside of the 3′UTR) are potentially more common than has been appreciated ([@B19],[@B20]). It is not yet clear whether these non-canonical binding sites function to the same degree (or even by the same mechanism) as canonical binding sites, and bioinformatic methods have not yet been developed to account for all of their activities.

Nonetheless, many methods to predict functional versus non-functional miRNA target sites have been developed, and their accuracy has been demonstrated by comparing their predictions against experimental data ([@B21]--[@B26]). These methods utilize features such as site conservation, neighborhood sequence context, and thermodynamic properties to distinguish functional sites. As a consequence of this complexity, running any one target prediction program genome-wide can be a laborious process. Therefore, the predictions made by these methods are generally run once on the reference genome, with the results then made available in an online database. While having this kind of public resource is helpful for common tasks such as identifying known miRNA target sites, it does not address our ability to analyze the effect of sequence variants on miRNA functionality. A few of the aforementioned target prediction methods provide source code to run custom sequences locally ([@B21],[@B22],[@B24],[@B26]), but analyzing the effects of sequence variation on miRNA binding genome-wide is beyond the scope of these methods. Historically, clinically associated miR-TSVs have been identified by a candidate gene (or SNP) approach, limiting the scale of the search enough to make this analysis feasible. Thus, the issues with using these target prediction methods for analyzing miR-TSVs are multi-fold: ([@B1]) running on a custom data set is non-trivial; ([@B2]) running on a custom data set is time consuming; and ([@B3]) the methods were not designed to run on multiple alleles, so comparing allelic differences must be done manually. While tools have been developed for analyzing damaging variants in coding regions of the genome, such tools for analyzing lower-impact variants outside of coding regions have not been extensively developed \[see ([@B27]) for a recent review\].

Recently, a few methods have been developed for analyzing miR-TSVs across the genome. These methods utilize target prediction methods (as described above) to score the alleles of variants independently and identify miR-TSVs through changes in the associated target scores. However, similarly to the target prediction tools, they generally present only the results of publicly reported variants and miRNAs in online databases or supplemental tables ([@B28]--[@B34]). The restricted set of variants and miRNA sequences they can analyze limits their usefulness and applicability to the large-scale clinical genomic data sets that are more frequently becoming available. Furthermore, these methods are designed to be run *independently* of experimental data (i.e. miRNA expression and gene expression). Therefore, these methods produce many miR-TSV predictions that are likely false positives; these methods also do not provide a mechanism to prioritize those that are most likely to be functional. In this work, we present an efficient open-source software tool called SubmiRine that has been designed specifically to address these issues, providing a powerful method for systematically analyzing miR-TSVs genome-wide that is especially suited for use in a clinical research context. SubmiRine performs miR-TSV prediction *de novo*, allowing for the analysis of novel variants and miRNAs, integration of miRNA and gene expression data, and prioritization of miR-TSV predictions by relative significance with respect to a data set-specific background model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Data {#SEC2-1}
----

SubmiRine was developed and tested using a large clinical genomic data set stemming from the Lung Genome Research Consortium (LGRC; <http://www.lung-genomics.org>) investigating genetic mechanisms related to chronic lung disease. From these data, we utilized a subset of samples that correspond to lung biopsies classified as either chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD; 116 samples) or control (43 samples); matched genotype, gene expression, and miRNA measurements were available for all of these samples. First, normalized gene expression data from Agilent microarrays were downloaded from GEO (accession GSE47460). Samples were genotyped with the Illumina HumanOmni 2.5M Beadchip, which measures ∼2.5 million SNPs having a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 2.5% or greater, designed around the 1000 Genomes Project data. Lastly, miRNA expression was measured via small RNA sequencing with Illumina\'s GAIIx and HiSeq and batch corrected with Combat ([@B35]). Trimmed, size-selected reads were mapped to hg19 and miRBase v18 ([@B6]), and quantified by log~2~ transformation of reads per million (RPM) values normalized within each sample, using a pseudocount of one for each microRNA. Having this type of robust clinical genomic data set in-hand provides a powerful opportunity for looking at miRNA regulatory variants by integrating multiple relevant data points matched to each clinical sample. Specifically, miRNA expression data allows for the identification of both known and novel miRNAs detected in the sample, as well as their isomiRs (i.e. miRNA species processed upstream or downstream of the canonical 5′ locus, producing a miRNA with a shifted seed sequence) ([@B36],[@B37]), thereby improving our ability to identify known and novel target sites that are likely to be active *in vivo*. The combination of gene expression and genotype data allows for the identification of variants of clinical interest (through genome wide association), as well as variants that may alter gene regulation, thereby being candidate miR-TSVs. Thus, we have used this rich data set as a representative of the data that can be utilized from modern, large-scale clinical genomic studies with respect to miRNA regulation. We present the results of SubmiRine using this data set as a proof-of-concept of our method, but also to predict novel miR-TSVs that may relate to COPD susceptibility and progression. As the number of genome-wide association studies (GWASs) continues to grow, leading to the identification of more and more human genomic variants associated with disease phenotypes, methods such as SubmiRine will allow for the direct evaluation of possible biological mechanisms responsible for the underlying phenotype.

Preprocessing clinical genomic data for targeted search of microRNA target site variants {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical genomic data sets that integrate genotype, gene expression, and miRNA expression information provide an ideal platform for enabling systematic, genome-wide identification of functional miR-TSVs. However, no existing method is designed to utilize these data for performing dynamic searches of miR-TSVs. SubmiRine was designed specifically to harness these data sets for disease context-specific prediction. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} represents the standard SubmiRine workflow that is used in this manuscript and will be described in the following sections. First, we utilized standard methods for analyzing our COPD clinical genomic data to pre-process variants and miRNAs of clinical interest as input for SubmiRine. Specifically, using genotype, gene expression data, and RefSeq protein annotations, we first identified *cis*-eQTLs localized to 3′UTRs using MatrixEQTL ([@B38]). This allowed us to focus on variants that correspond to a gene expression phenotype consistent with the hypothesis of a functional miR-TSV. Second, we used Plink ([@B39]) to filter out variants that were not associated with the disease phenotype. This step is optional if no disease association is being tested. Together, we used these filtered variants to generate a single FASTA-formatted file containing all candidate 3′UTR alleles and their relative expression. Next, normalized miRNA expression values were used to identify candidate miRNAs that are present in the sample. A second FASTA formatted sequence file was generated for each identified miRNA, with its mean expression recorded. Notably, this allows for isomiRs to be considered in addition to canonical miRNAs. These two FASTA files are the output of the pre-processing steps for the standard SubmiRine workflow diagrammed in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and are the only required input to SubmiRine. Thus, alternative pre-processing procedures can be utilized without affecting SubmiRine\'s functionality. SubmiRine\'s use of these two FASTA files as input exemplifies the major advantages SubmiRine exhibits over other miR-TSV prediction tools (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}): it allows for analysis of novel and multi-allelic variants (both polymorphisms and indels), analysis of novel miRNAs, and prediction informed by expression data. Additionally, SubmiRine can perform traditional miRNA target site prediction where the input 3′UTR sequences are assumed to be mono-allelic. Sample input files and the source code can be found online at <http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/software/SubmiRine>.

![The standard SubmiRine workflow. (**A**) Pre-processing steps used to select candidate variants (the 'Test Model') and decoy variants (the 'Background Model') for miR-TSV prediction. The *SubmiRine_Search* module is then run independently on (**B**) the Test Model and (**C**) the Background Model. *SubmiRine_Search* takes two FASTA files as input, one for 3′UTRs and one for miRNAs, and each FASTA record contains representative expression values. *SubmiRine_Search* outputs the scored set of candidate miR-TSVs identified in the input model. (**D**) The *SubmiRine_Compare* module is then used to prioritize the miR-TSVs from the Test Model by comparing them to the decoy miR-TSVs from the Background Model. *SubmiRine_Compare* computes the SLP score (Sum of Log-scaled Probabilities), representing the joint, empirical probability of the scores computed for each candidate miR-TSV.](gkv256fig1){#F1}

###### Comparison of miR-TSV prediction methods

  Variant types                                                SubmiRine   mrSNP   PolymiRTS3   MirSNP   MicroSNiPer   mirsnpscore   Patrocles^a^
  ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ------- ------------ -------- ------------- ------------- --------------
  Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)---publicly reported   ✓           ✓       ✓            ✓        ✓             ✓             ✓
  Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)---novel               ✓           ✓                             ✓                           
  Insertions/deletions (INDELs)---publicly reported            ✓                   ✓            ✓                                    
  Insertions/deletions (INDELs)---novel                        ✓                                                                     
  Combinations of variants in phase/haplotypes                 ✓                                         ✓             ✓             
  Variants with \>2 alleles                                    ✓                                                                     
  Non-3′UTR variants                                                                                                                 
  Testable limit (maximum no. of variants per run)^b^          None        None    None         None     6             1             NA
  **MicroRNA sequences**                                                                                                             
  Publicly reported (miRBase)                                  ✓           ✓       ✓            ✓        ✓             ✓             ✓
  isomiRs                                                      ✓                                                                     
  Novel miRNAs                                                 ✓                                                                     

For each miR-TSV prediction method (columns), the types of variants, variant relationships, and microRNA sequences that can be analyzed (rows) are indicated by check marks. Aside from SubmiRine, the only methods that can handle novel variants---to our knowledge---are mrSNP and MicroSNiPer. However, these can only handle novel bi-allelic SNPs and score them independently of other variants that may occur in the region.

^a^The Patrocles online database is non-functional at the time of this writing. Its stated abilities are based upon the description provided in the associated manuscript ([@B28]).

^b^The testable limit refers to, for a hypothetical list of variants of interest to the user, how many variants the public version of each tool allows the user to test at once. 'None' implies no limit exists. Regarding mirsnpscore, runs can be based upon a single SNP, a single gene or a single miRNA. Note that tools with a limit could be downloaded and run (or queried) locally to bypass any limitation.

Prediction of microRNA target site variants {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------------------------

SubmiRine identifies and prioritizes candidate miR-TSVs using a multi-step process. The first step involves the *SubmiRine_Search* module, using the pre-processed clinical data as its input (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). First, candidate miRNA target sites are identified on all 3′UTR alleles in preparation for scoring with TargetScan6 context+ scores ([@B21]). Context+ scores require that miRNA binding sites be canonical 6mer, 7mer-1a, 7mer-m8 or 8mer sites. Thus, the identification of all candidate binding sites requires searching for all 6--8mer sequences corresponding to the seed sites of the input set of expressed miRNAs. SubmiRine performs this search rapidly against a Burrows-Wheeler transform of the input 3′UTR sequences. Once all candidate miRNA binding sites are identified, each context+ score is computed using the sequence neighborhood surrounding each site.

Multiple studies have demonstrated the importance of miRNA abundance in predicting functional target sites ([@B25],[@B40]). Logically, a miRNA must be present and expressed at high enough levels to significantly repress its targets, and individual targets must compete for available miRNAs. Thus, after predicting all context+ scores, SubmiRine utilizes miRNA expression values in order to weight target scores by abundance of the candidate miRNA. This is computed by multiplying the miRNA\'s normalized expression value by the raw context+ score of each candidate binding site. The raw context+ score is referred to as the 'binary score,' and the miRNA abundance-weighted score is referred to as the 'empirical score.' We retain both the binary and empirical scores, as they each may be meaningful for assessing candidate miR-TSVs. For example, given that miRNA abundance values can vary significantly between miRNA species, the most highly expressed miRNAs (e.g. let-7) can generate extremely high empirical scores for very low-scoring candidate targets. Thus, while the empirical score has been shown to reduce false positive rates ([@B25]), the unweighted binary score is also important to consider.

After all candidate target sites have been identified and scored, SubmiRine compares all target sites across the set of alleles for a particular 3′UTR and identifies miRNA target sites whose score differs in at least one allele. If a target site does not exist on a particular allele, its score is considered to be zero. This score difference allows for identification of variants that create or destroy miRNA binding sites altogether, as well as variants that merely alter the predicted binding strength of a particular miRNA between alleles. Collectively, these variant-miRNA pairs represent the set of candidate miR-TSVs. Finally, because the input 3′UTR alleles were derived from *cis-*eQTLs and therefore have allele-specific expression values, SubmiRine ignores all candidate miR-TSVs that have scoring differences inconsistent with the direction of change in gene expression. Following this comparison, SubmiRine produces one output file containing all of the raw target site predictions (with both binary and empirical scores), and a second output file reporting only candidate miR-TSVs with target site scoring differences between alleles. miR-TSVs are reported by their change in binary and empirical score (*Δbinary* and *Δempirical*), and the scores of the strongest target site (i.e. the most negative) in the allele group are also reported. Additionally, two similar files are produced where all target sites for a particular miRNA that occur in the same UTR are summed, representing a miRNA-wise ('mir-wise') view of target prediction opposed to the site-specific ('site-wise') view described above \[see ([@B21],[@B23],[@B24],[@B41]) for more detail\]. In this work, we focus on the site-wise predictions because we do not have a large density of SNPs per 3′UTR, but the mir-wise predictions are produced for cases where they may provide more global information relative to site-wise predictions.

Defining a background model with decoy variants {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------------------

The list of candidate miR-TSVs identified in the *SubmiRine_Search* module can be quite large, especially for sets of 3′UTRs and miRNAs generated from genome-wide scans. Thus, determining which miR-TSVs are the most likely to be functional (and have the strongest impact) requires prioritizing the list of predicted miR-TSVs. SubmiRine prioritizes the predicted miR-TSVs by comparing them to a background model consisting of decoy 3′UTR variants. Here, decoy variants are defined as genomic variants that occur in a 3′UTR but do not correlate with allele-specific gene expression. Because SubmiRine was designed to run on custom clinical genomic data sets, the decoy variant set can be generated alongside the clinically relevant set during standard pre-processing (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

During pre-processing, we identified local 3′UTR *cis-*eQTLs (i.e. variants in 3′UTRs whose genotype is correlated with expression of the underlying gene) to select variants that may be functional miR-TSVs. MatrixEQTL models the genotype-gene expression interaction as a quantitative trait using a linear model (or, optionally, a variation-based model), and assigns a p-value to each variant based upon its probability of being a true eQTL. While likely eQTLs are selected on the lower tail of this *p*-value distribution where *p* ≈ 0 (we used a cutoff of FDR = 0.05), unlikely eQTLs are conversely predicted at larger values of *p*, with the most confident negative predictions occurring on the upper tail of the distribution where *p* ≈ 1. These correspond to variants that do not fit a linear model relative to the gene expression quantitative trait, or fit a linear model with a slope ≈ 0. Thus, our background model contains a set of 3′UTR variants that lie on the upper tail of the p-value distribution produced by MatrixEQTL, representing true decoy variants. While comparisons of variant sets at different *p*-value intervals indicate that most variants outside of the lower tail of the eQTL *p*-value distribution can be used for building a background model, our selection of variants specifically from the upper tail does a slightly better job of selecting for miR-TSVs with low-scoring Δbinary and Δempirical metrics. More importantly, we confirmed that almost any background model based on observed variants was preferable to a background model based on simulated sequence variants, which have no experimental evidence of being non-functional miR-TSVs and are not representative of true negative examples (see the supplemental text and Supplemental Figures S2--S6 for more detail). Using the 3′UTRs with the selected decoy variants (i.e. the background model), *SubmiRine_Search* is run a second time in the same fashion as for the clinically relevant set to generate decoy miR-TSVs (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These decoy miR-TSVs can be used to determine, for each miRNA, how often particular target site scores (and variant-driven scoring changes) occur in a non-functional, background model.

Prioritizing predictions by microRNA regulation-altering potential {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Qualitatively, to prioritize predicted miR-TSVs for further clinical study, each candidate miR-TSV should be assessed for the repressive strength of the created (or destroyed) binding site, the magnitude of the variant\'s effect on miRNA binding, the availability (abundance) of the miRNA, and the relative significance of these metrics compared to others in the genome. SubmiRine utilizes the background model to make these assessments quantitatively in the *SubmiRine_Compare* module (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, for each predicted miR-TSV from the clinically relevant set (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), SubmiRine compares the binary score, empirical score, *Δbinary* score and *Δempirical* score to the distribution of corresponding metrics observed in the decoy (non-functional) miR-TSVs (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using these four scoring metrics, *SubmiRine_Compare* computes a total of six empirical probabilities reflecting how common each metric for a candidate miR-TSV is expected to be in non-functional data. The six probabilities of this form are defined in Supplemental Table S1. In practice, a series of empirical cumulative distribution functions (eCDFs) are built with the background model to compute these probabilities directly. To prevent probabilities of 0 and 1, each eCDF contains two extra pseudocount values (one above the observed maximum and one below the observed minimum) such that empirical probabilities follow Laplace\'s Rule of Succession. Note that two of the six empirical probabilities are computed relative to a background set containing only the subset of decoy miR-TSVs that correspond to the miRNA associated with the candidate miR-TSV being tested; this allows us to model competition among sites of a particular miRNA implicitly.

Once these six empirical probabilities have been computed against the background model, *SubmiRine_Compare* computes the product of all six probabilities to produce a single, combined metric by which all predictions can be prioritized. We call this metric the SLP (Sum of Log-scaled Probabilities) score, computed as a natural log. Thus, we consider each of the probabilities to be equally weighted, as the scoring scheme is unsupervised. To improve this metric would require a large number of validated predictions to distinguish true from false positives, yet no such data set currently exists. However, we have found that the unweighted product performs well with the set of known miR-TSVs we were able to test, suggesting all six empirical probabilities are meaningful and have predictive value (see Results).

Implementation details {#SEC2-6}
----------------------

In order to accommodate large-scale, clinical genomic data sets, SubmiRine was designed to be an open-source program that can run efficiently on a single processor with sufficient RAM. Comparatively, every existing target site and miR-TSV prediction method is primarily presented as a pre-computed database and are not designed for runs with custom sequence data in the context of a high-throughput analysis pipeline ([@B21],[@B23]--[@B25],[@B28]--[@B33],[@B42]). To our knowledge, several target prediction methods do provide open-source code that can be installed and run locally ([@B21],[@B22],[@B24],[@B26]), but no such miR-TSV prediction tool currently exists. Genome-wide scans using the open-source target prediction tools mentioned above are inefficient in the context of an analysis pipeline, as they require scanning the genome once for every input miRNA to identify candidate target sites. Additionally, many require computationally intensive steps within the scoring framework, including miRNA-to-target sequence alignments ([@B21],[@B22],[@B24],[@B26]), secondary structure predictions ([@B22],[@B24],[@B26]), and analysis of target site conservation across species ([@B21],[@B26]). To perform target prediction efficiently in SubmiRine, we utilized TargetScan6 context+ scores for a few reasons. First, context+ scores are computed independently of target site conservation, making them well-suited for scoring variant effects in miRNA targets, but also avoiding the need to align input 3′UTR sequences across species. Second, context+ scores are based on candidate target sites that follow the rules of canonical seed pairing (i.e. 6mer, 7mer-1a, 7mer-m8 or 8mer target sites). This allows miRNA binding site candidates to be identified via simple string searches, where the number of search strings is linear with respect to the size of the input miRNA set. Thus, SubmiRine indexes the full set of 3′UTR sequences with a Burrows-Wheeler transform, allowing all candidate target sites to be identified rapidly without scanning the genome once for every miRNA. If necessary, future versions of SubmiRine could incorporate certain non-canonical seed sites (such as bulge sites ([@B20])) by extending the set of possible seed sequences for each miRNA. SubmiRine utilizes the open-source 'py-burrows-wheeler' implementation of the Burrows--Wheeler algorithm (<http://code.google.com/p/py-burrows-wheeler/>). Third, TargetScan6 context+ scores do not require *ad hoc* RNA secondary structure predictions, which are computationally expensive---especially when analyzing a large set of miRNAs and 3′UTRs. Although secondary structure predictions are not performed, the 'AU content' metric that contributes to TargetScan6 context+ scores has been shown to be highly correlated with free energy estimates of target site accessibility (i.e. ΔG-open) ([@B22],[@B26]). Also, the seed-pairing stability (SPS) metric pre-computed for TargetScan 6 context+ scores reflects the free energy estimate of miRNA seed/target binding. Therefore, our use of TargetScan 6 context+ scores does consider secondary structure information to some extent, but without the caveat of having to predict binding structures on the fly. TargetScan6 context+ scores do require minimal miRNA-to-target sequence alignment in order to assess 3′ supplemental pairing contributions, and this step remains the most intensive part of SubmiRine, consuming over half of the runtime. Together, these implementation details greatly improve scalability for genome-wide target prediction.

SubmiRine utilizes a Python implementation of TargetScan developed within the framework of the miRmap tool ([@B26]), with modifications to account for a more recent version of TargetScan (version 6) that includes the seed pairing stability and miRNA target abundance scoring features ([@B21]). While miRmap has external library dependencies for certain scoring features, we do not utilize these libraries for TargetScan scoring, and therefore do not require such dependencies. The core scoring algorithm in the SubmiRine framework is the *SubmiRine_Search* module written in Python, which is designed to run on either a clinically relevant set of 3′UTRs or a background model of decoy 3′UTR variants. In most cases (including the application described in this manuscript), it is desirable to compare the output of the clinically relevant set against the background model and compute the empirical probabilities used for miR-TSV prioritization. This is performed with the *SubmiRine_Compare* module---an independent R script---that accepts two output files from the *SubmiRine_Search* module as input (i.e. the output from the clinically relevant model and the background model). Sample use cases are provided with the distribution of the SubmiRine source code online at <http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/software/SubmiRine>.

Performance {#SEC2-7}
-----------

As described above, the majority of existing target prediction and miR-TSV prediction tools are not open-source, so we could not compare the efficiency of SubmiRine to all of these methods. However, we were able to compare the miRNA target site search and scoring steps of SubmiRine to the equivalent steps of TargetScan6 (context+ scores only) ([@B21]), miRanda ([@B24]), and PITA ([@B22]). As a benchmark data set, we used all 3′UTR sequences in Ensembl that have corresponding RefSeq protein identifiers and generated two alleles per 3′UTR by adding a single, simulated SNP or single-nucleotide deletion on each UTR. This included 18 605 3′UTRs that are found genome-wide, resulting in 37 210 3′UTR alleles. In total, this data set comprised roughly 47.62 Mb of sequence. As the miRNA input set, we utilized all mature sequences for human miRNAs from miRBase ([@B6]), representing 2042 miRNA species at the time of this writing. We anticipated that this benchmark data set would represent the largest input data set that might be used, although it is significantly larger than what we generated from the COPD clinical genomic data set. Comparatively, with the COPD data, our test and background models contain 8.08 Mb and 336.6 kb of 3′UTR sequence, respectively, and 418 miRNAs were identified with expression above 10 RPM (see above).

In order to make a fair comparison between different methods, we searched only for canonical seven to eight nucleotide seed sites with each method, allowing no mismatches or GU-wobbles (-strict option in miRanda). As SubmiRine performs additional functions beyond target site identification and scoring, we only considered runtime through these steps, which are restricted to the *SubmiRine_Search* module. Specifically, this includes the computation of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform, candidate target site searching, and scoring with context+ scores. Notably, PITA was not scalable to this large of a data set, so we calculated its runtime on a small sample of the input 3′UTR sequences (all miRNAs) and extrapolated its runtime accordingly. SubmiRine processed the benchmark data set in 2.35 h, representing a \>6-fold increase in speed relative to the next fastest comparison tool (TargetScan6, at 14.16 h), and speed improvements of roughly 11-fold and 400-fold to miRanda (26.26 h) and PITA (1023.59 estimated hours), respectively. These speed-ups are not surprising given the computationally intensive secondary structure and sequence alignment steps performed by miRanda and PITA, but the improved speed when compared to TargetScan6 is purely a result of faster candidate target site identification via the use of a Burrows--Wheeler transform in SubmiRine.

Because SubmiRine has to compare target sites to identify miR-TSVs, each candidate target site must be stored in memory; thus, the memory footprint can be quite large, scaling linearly with the number of targets identified. Thus, we can compute a rough estimate of the memory (RAM) requirements *a priori* by estimating the expected number of target sites, which is a function of the amount of UTR sequence and the size of the input miRNA set being analyzed (i.e. an estimate of the proportion of k-mers that will match a miRNA seed site, extrapolated according to the amount of UTR sequence). Realistically, the true number of target sites identified will also be dependent on the redundancy of the input miRNA set and the non-randomness inherent to UTR sequence data, and additional memory overhead is required outside of storing target sites. Nonetheless, our runs on the benchmark and COPD data sets suggest that 3--5 kb of RAM per expected target site is required for larger data sets, where the number of expected target sites, *E*\[\|T\|\], can be estimated by the equation: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} E[|{\rm T}|] = \frac{M}{{4^s }}[D - U(S - 1)] \end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *M* is the number of miRNAs, *S* is the minimum seed site length*, D* is the amount of DNA sequence (in bases) and *U* is the number of UTR records. Peak memory usage was 25.4 Gb for the benchmark data set, 2.4 Gb for the COPD background model, and 263.4 Mb for the COPD eQTL test model. Thus, for general clinical genomic data use cases, a standard desktop or laptop should have sufficient memory, but larger machines may be required for unfiltered, genome wide searches.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

COPD {#SEC3-1}
----

SubmiRine was run on our COPD clinical genomic data set following the pipeline illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The preprocessing steps produced a total of 93 3′UTRs containing 127 SNPs in the target model and 1608 3′UTRs containing 2106 decoy SNPs in the background model. Concurrently, we applied a threshold to include only miRNAs that were expressed at a level of 10 RPM or higher in at least one of the samples in the cohort, and the mean expression was recorded across the cohort as the representative expression value. This produced a total of 418 miRNAs. Using these pre-processed data, SubmiRine produced 467 putative miR-TSVs that were consistent with the expression changes reported in the eQTL models (out of 1074 miR-TSVs total), with SLP scores ranging from −0.875 to −26.074. The top 12, non-redundant predictions are presented in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, with the top prediction further detailed in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Highest-scoring miR-TSV prediction on the COPD data set. (**A**) The primary miR-363 locus and secondary structure are displayed, along with the quantified miRNA-Seq reads mapping to this region. Also shown is the locus on the 3′UTR of *SPG21* containing the rs7322 SNP. Highlighted in green is the predicted 8mer miRNA target site predicted on the rs7322(A) allele only for the miR-363-3p^(+1)^ isomiR. Based on the SLP score computed by SubmiRine, this represents the highest-scoring miR-TSV prediction the COPD data set (see Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). (**B**) The rs7322 *cis*-eQTL relationship with *SPG21*. Consistent with the predicted miR-TSV in (A), the rs7322(A) allele is associated with lower *SPG21* expression. (**C**) The rs7322(A) allele is also moderately associated with the COPD phenotype, being more frequent in cases than controls.](gkv256fig2){#F2}

###### Top COPD-related miR-TSV predictions by SubmiRine

  Gene       SNP           miRNA              \[miRNA\]      SNP Effect                SLP Score
  ---------- ------------- ------------------ -------------- ------------------------- -----------
  *SPG21*    rs7322        miR-363-3p^(+1)^   13.5 rpm       8mer site creation        −26.074
  *ETFDH*    rs17843966    miR-100-5p         3977.1 rpm     Neighborhood alteration   −25.513
  *DIP2A*    rs2839340     miR-125a-5p        3373.8 rpm     Neighborhood alteration   −25.171
  *ASPRV1*   kgpl663794    miR-501-3p         31.0 rpm       8mer site creation        −22.132
  *MRPL20*   kgp3485594    miR-4677--3p       14.4 rpm       8mer site deletion        −20.719
  *ASPRV1*   rs3087933     miR-16--5p         5650.2 rpm     6mer/7mer-1a alteration   −20.538
  *GTF3C4*   kgp6017974    miR-30a-3p^(+1)^   247.8 rpm      8mer site creation        −20.413
  *DIP2A*    rs2839340     let-7a-5p          49792.1 rpm    Neighborhood alteration   −20.255
  *ZNF419*   kgp3109439    miR-136-5p         8.8 rpm        8mer site deletion        −19.700
  *HDAC7*    kgpl0188643   miR-143-3p         146844.8 rpm   Neighborhood alteration   −19.080
  *SCAMP4*   rs8730        miR-151a-5p        1351.6 rpm     7mer-m8 site creation     −18.997
  *PHLPP2*   kgp7275857    miR-182-5p         1570.0 rpm     7mer-m8 site deletion     −18.004

The gene, SNP, and miRNA for each of the top 12 non-redundant miR-TSVs predicted by SubmiRine on the COPD data set are displayed. Each miRNA\'s mean expression is reported in reads per million (rpm), along with the predicted effect of each miR-TSV and SLP score. The full list of COPD miR-TSV predictions is provided in Supplemental Table S3. Please note that site creation and deletion are conceptually equivalent. In this table, the designation is based on the effect of the minor allele as determined in the genome-wide association analysis.

The highest scoring predictions presented in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} represent a broad range of potential miR-TSVs. For example, SNPs that are predicted to alter the sequence neighborhood of very strong target sites for highly expressed miRNAs represent miR-TSVs that have a relatively indirect effect on miRNA binding. In contrast, other high scoring predictions directly create or abolish a strong miRNA seed site, but do so for moderately expressed miRNAs. It is unclear if either of these characteristics should be more heavily weighted than the other or if they are equally important. Additionally, we highlight the fact that two of the top miR-TSV predictions are not based on the canonical mature miRNA, but rather on an isomiR.

To further demonstrate the results obtained from SubmiRine, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the data behind the highest scoring miR-TSV prediction: the creation of a miR-363-3p isomiR binding site by the A/G SNP rs7322 on the 3′UTR of *SPG21*. Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} displays the secondary structure of the primary miR-363 locus (pri-miR-363), along with the quantified mature miRNA reads mapped to this region. Note that the canonical mature miR-363-3p exhibits the largest read population of 132.2 reads per million (rpm) and that the 5′ shifted isomiR miR-363-3p^(+1)^ is also moderately expressed at 13.5 rpm. Next, the two alleles of rs7322 are displayed within the *SPG21* 3′UTR, and the only predicted miRNA target site occurring between these miRNA and 3′UTR combinations is highlighted: rs7322(A) and miR-363-3p^(+1)^. Thus, the canonical form of miR-363-3p is not predicted to target this locus on *SPG21*, but the miR-363-3p^(+1)^ isomiR is predicted to bind the rs7322(A) allele (binary score = −0.3714) and not the rs7322(G) allele (binary score = 0). The six empirical probabilities and SLP score computed by SubmiRine for this miR-TSV are shown. *P*~1~ shows that, relative to all target sites in the background model, this binary score is 'stronger' than over 99.4% of the decoy target sites. However, when considering only other potential target sites for miR-363-3p^(+1)^, *P*~2~ demonstrates that this site is stronger than 99.9% of the decoy target sites. Thus, *P*~2~ demonstrates that this particular site is predicted to be highly competitive for available miR-363-3p^(+1)^. Because this isomiR is not particularly highly expressed, the empirical score (*P*~3~) is not quite as significant as the binary score (*P*~1~). Probabilities *P*~4~ − *P*~6~ show that the *Δbinary* and *Δempirical* scores correspond to similar levels of significance as those described above. Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the relevance of rs7322 to the COPD clinical phenotype. Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the genotype at rs7322 is associated with differential *SPG21* expression levels (*p* = 1.53 × 10^−15^), with the rs7322(A) allele corresponding to lower expression, consistent with the miR-TSV prediction. We note that the expression of miR-363-3p^(+1)^ does not significantly differ among the rs7322 genotype subpopulations (data not shown), rejecting the possibility that the observed rs7322-*SPG21* eQTL is an artifact of varying miR-363-3p^(+1)^ levels. Finally, Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the rs7322(A) allele is more frequent in the COPD cases than in the controls (*p* = 0.0373), suggesting this miR-TSV prediction could be associated with COPD susceptibility. Together, these results demonstrate that the top predictions by SubmiRine on the COPD data set appear to be consistent with a potentially functional and clinically relevant miR-TSV and may warrant experimental verification.

Validation of known SNPs affecting miRNA target sites {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------

In order to assess the accuracy of SubmiRine, we tested its ability to predict and prioritize known miR-TSVs alongside the novel predictions made from the COPD clinical data. Currently, many miR-TSVs have been reported in the literature, but only a handful have been experimentally validated to the point of demonstrating functional, allele-specific miRNA regulation *in vivo*. Since the goal of SubmiRine is to both predict miR-TSVs and prioritize them by their probability of being functional, we utilized only known miR-TSVs that have been experimentally validated in our 'test set'. In total, we identified 26 such cases in the literature (see Supplemental Table S2). Using this test set, we evaluated SubmiRine\'s ability to identify known miR-TSVs as well as to efficiently prioritize them via the SLP score, highlighting miR-TSVs (both known and novel COPD predictions) that are the most likely to be functional.

Despite our relatively strict criteria for selecting cases for the test set, we anticipate that some of the validated miR-TSVs we include could be false positives. Validation of miR-TSVs is often demonstrated *in vitro* through over-expression of the candidate miRNA, yet miRNA expression levels have been shown to affect the ability of target genes to be repressed ([@B25],[@B40]). Thus, over-expressing a miRNA beyond normal physiological levels could produce false positive interactions. Furthermore, many validated miR-TSVs were first identified *in silico* using a single candidate gene and the entire set of miRNAs annotated in miRBase ([@B6]), which may include many tissue-specific and low-confidence miRNAs not relevant to the clinical phenotype. For example, rs3134615, which lies in the 3′UTR of *MYCL1*, was predicted to have allele-specific expression due to binding of miR-1827 to the G allele only, which is associated with small-cell lung cancer (see Supplemental Table S2). However, miR-1827\'s expression was not validated *in vivo*, and there is very minimal experimental evidence for miR-1827 presented in miRBase, suggesting it may not even be a real miRNA. Nonetheless, transfection of a miR-1827 construct successfully repressed *MYCL1* in an allele-specific fashion.

Starting with the 26 miR-TSVs in our test set, we filtered out any miR-TSVs where the associated SNP was not included in our input 3′UTR data, as well as miR-TSVs corresponding to non-canonical target sites, which cannot be scored by the TargetScan context+ scores utilized in SubmiRine. In total, these filtering steps removed seven miR-TSVs from the test set, including four cases of non-canonical seed sites, two SNPs that do not map to 3′UTRs, and one SNP whose record is deprecated in dbSNP and could not be mapped (see Supplemental Table S2). Of the 19 remaining test miR-TSVs, five correspond to miRNAs that were not identified in our lung tissue samples (miR-367, miR-510, miR-513a, miR-1827 and miR-3148), and one was expressed below our cutoff threshold of 10 RPM (miR-433). Thus, for each test miR-TSV, if the miRNA was identified above 10 RPM in our lung tissue samples, we utilized the detected mean expression value; otherwise, we 'simulated' the miRNA\'s expression by imputing it into our COPD data set at a moderate expression level of 100 RPM. Note that, with the exception of miR-1827, all of the miRNAs for which expression was simulated were shown to be expressed in the respective miR-TSV study, supporting the fact that some miRNAs are tissue-specific and simply may not have been detected in the lung. While these miRNA expression values could be specific to lung tissue, we nonetheless used these values as a proxy for the relative expression of each miRNA *in vivo* so that the test miR-TSVs could be scored alongside the COPD predictions.

To test the 19 remaining validated miR-TSVs, we added the 3′UTRs of each test miR-TSV into our COPD data set of eQTLs, using dummy expression values to reflect the allele predicted to have lower expression. We then ran SubmiRine on the COPD data merged with the validated miR-TSVs and compared the results side-by-side. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Table S2 show that SubmiRine identified all 19 test miR-TSVs, but reported two as false positives (i.e. having a SLP score of zero). Both of these cases (rs12537 and rs3853839) correspond to miR-TSVs where the TargetScan context+ score of the target site is greater than zero, corresponding to a prediction of a non-functional target site. Surprisingly, both of the publications reporting these miR-TSVs used TargetScan to identify the putative target sites, but included the sites despite their positive scores. These cases either represent false negatives from TargetScan or false positives due to non-physiological experimental conditions during validation. In fact, in the case of rs12537, the comparison of expression levels between *MTMR3* alleles was not significant in all cases and did not show differential expression following transfection of miR-181 inhibitors as expected. In the case of rs3853839, the G allele (predicted to disrupt the target site) also shows significant repression as a result of miR-3148 transfection, suggesting binding may not be specific and may be the result of miRNA saturation.

![SubmiRine SLP score distribution of known miR-TSVs and predicted COPD-related miR-TSVs. Histogram showing the number of candidate miR-TSVs predicted at different SLP score cutoffs from the COPD data set relative to the test set of known miR-TSVs identified in previous studies. The test set (see Supplemental Table S2) is divided into subsets representing known miR-TSVs whose miRNA was identified in our lung samples ('Test'), and known miR-TSVs whose miRNA was not identified (or identified below our RPM threshold) in our lung samples, resulting in its expression being simulated at 100 RPM \['Test (Simulated)'\].](gkv256fig3){#F3}

The majority of the 17 test miR-TSVs with a non-zero SLP score were very highly scored by SubmiRine. Two of the 17 scored higher than any predicted miR-TSV from the COPD set, including the miR-148 binding sites on *HLA-C* and *HLA-G*. The miR-148 binding site in *HLA-C* is altered by rs67384697, which encodes a single nucleotide deletion within a haplotype containing multiple other nearby variants. Thus, recovery of this validated SNP demonstrates that SubmiRine can successfully handle indel variants and combinations of variants (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Also among the highest scoring predictions are the miR-191 binding site on *MDM4*, the miR-125 binding site on *BMPR1B* and the miR-510 binding site (with simulated expression) on *HTR3E*. Two of the three lowest-scoring test miR-TSVs correspond to SNPs that do not alter the seed region of the predicted target site but still manage to score in the 66th and 85th percentile, respectively, of all miR-TSVs predicted in the COPD data; rs1044129 slightly alters the AU content of the neighborhood surrounding the target site, and rs193302862 increases the 3′ supplemental pairing of the miR-24-5p target site. The other fifteen test miR-TSVs are predicted to alter the target\'s seed region, with two altering the seed type (e.g. 6mer to a 7mer-m8 site) and the other 13 completely destroying (or creating) a seed site. These results indicate that SubmiRine is able to identify and highly prioritize experimentally validated miR-TSVs. Notably, these results demonstrate that miRNA abundance influences SubmiRine SLP scores without overwhelming them. Validated miR-TSVs that correspond to lowly expressed miRNAs are still recovered at relatively high SLP scores, and simulated miR-TSVs reflect a broad range of SLP scores despite having equivalent levels of miRNA expression (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S6). Furthermore, considering these validated miR-TSVs alongside predicted miR-TSVs from the COPD data helps contextualize the strength of the novel predictions from the clinical genomic data. Additional analyses to demonstrate the predictive value of the SLP score and the underlying empirical probabilities are presented in the supplementary text (see Supplemental Figures S7 and S8).

Using SubmiRine to predict novel miRNA binding site alterations in validated SNPs {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to recovering 17 known miR-TSVs, SubmiRine identified a handful of additional high-scoring predictions on the 3′UTRs from test miR-TSVs for uninvestigated miRNAs (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). First, we predicted that the SNP rs4245739 found in *MDM4* with C allele-specific binding to miR-191 also has an overlapping binding site predicted for miR-887, which has almost as strong of a predicted effect. Second, in *HLA-C*, the deletion encoded by rs67384697 is reported as part of a larger haplotype ([@B43]). We investigated additional variants in this region, and predicted that the G\>T SNP at position 324 of the aligned UTR ([@B43]) creates a very strong binding site for two miRNAs that overlap in seed sequence: miR-146 and miR-589. Interestingly, because SubmiRine uses miRNA-Seq reads to define candidate miRNAs, we also detected a substantial level of an isomiR of miR-146 (miR-146^(−1)^, which is processed one nucleotide upstream on the 5′ end of the canonical miR-146), and predicted that 324G enhances the binding of the miR-146 isomiR to *HLA-C* by altering a 7mer-1a site to an 8-mer site. The original study on *HLA-C* investigated other SNPs in this region and showed experimentally that they did not alter miRNA functions, but this particular SNP at position 324 and the corresponding miRNAs were not reportedly tested. While these novel predictions may be influenced by our use of miRNA expression values from lung tissue, these miRNAs are all reported as relatively highly expressed in miRBase ([@B6]) and may be worth investigating further to determine the degree to which they contribute to their respective disease mechanisms.

![Novel miR-TSV predictions on variants of previously validated miR-TSVs. Using the miRNA expression data from the COPD data set, SubmiRine predicted novel high-scoring candidate miR-TSVs on *MDM4* and *HLA-C* in addition to the experimentally validated miR-TSVs reported in the original studies (see Supplemental Table S2).](gkv256fig4){#F4}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this work, we present the tool SubmiRine, which we have developed for analyzing miRNA target site variants (miR-TSVs) identified in clinical genomic data sets. SubmiRine is an open-source computational framework written in Python and R that allows researchers the ability to efficiently predict both miRNA target sites and miR-TSVs on a genome-wide scale. Furthermore, it provides a scoring mechanism for prioritizing miR-TSVs that are more likely to be functional. We demonstrated SubmiRine\'s effectiveness using both a novel COPD clinical genomic data set and a set of known miR-TSVs that have been validated elsewhere. Using the clinical genomic data, we have predicted a number of miR-TSVs that may indeed be functional. This includes novel predictions related to COPD, but also a handful of alternative miR-TSV predictions that may coordinate with known miR-TSVs from our validation set. SubmiRine\'s scoring scheme is based on empirical probabilities computed relative to a background model of decoy variants. We show that known miR-TSVs score highly relative to novel predictions in COPD, demonstrating that SubmiRine\'s SLP score has high precision.

To our knowledge, SubmiRine is the first miR-TSV prediction tool developed to analyze clinical genomic data sets in a high-throughput fashion. Existing tools are limited to pre-computed predictions reported in an online database and do not have a mechanism to prioritize predictions relative to expected functional significance. SubmiRine is designed specifically for such clinical contexts and, in addition to providing more informative output, is shown to be much faster than existing target prediction tools. Our underlying use of TargetScan6 context+ scores enables identification of miRNA target sites having canonical seed site sequences (6--8mers), which we show encompass the majority of known miR-TSVs. While a subset of known miR-TSVs from our validation set do not correspond to canonical miRNA seed sites or do not fall in 3′UTRs, we expect that canonical 3′UTR miR-TSVs will tend to have the strongest effects, especially from a genome-wide perspective. Previous reports have shown that non-canonical target sites and target sites outside of the 3′UTR tend to be less repressive ([@B44]). However, as the community\'s understanding of miRNA regulation by these alternative mechanisms improves, SubmiRine\'s scoring method can be easily adapted.

As genomic data begins to work its way into more clinical settings, the need for high-throughput tools to assess genomic variants of clinical importance is becoming imperative, particularly given how the widespread use of genome-wide association studies (GWASs) to identify variants associated with a given condition has become standard practice. However, the vast majority of GWAS hits are not associated with specific biological mechanisms, greatly limiting their potential use for development of therapeutics. It is hoped that tools such as SubmiRine---ones that can be used in the context of real genomics use cases to assess the effect of a specific kind of variation---can speed up the process of identifying promising targets worthy of experimental verification, with an eye towards downstream translational studies having tangible clinical applicability.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#SEC5}
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkv256/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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